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Abstract
Robust and powerful software instrumentation tools are essential for program analysis tasks such as profiling, performance evaluation, and bug detection. To meet this need, we have developed a new instrumentation system called Pin. Our goals are to provide easy-to-use, portable, transparent, and efficient instrumentation. Instrumentation tools (called Pintools) are written in C/C++ using Pin’s rich API. Pin follows the model of ATOM, allowing the tool writer to analyze an application at the instruction level without the need for detailed knowledge of the underlying instruction set. The API is designed to be architecture independent whenever possible, making Pintools source compatible across different architectures. However, a Pintool can access architecture-specific details whenever necessary. Instrumentation with Pin is mostly transparent as the application and Pintool observe the application’s original, uninstrumented behavior. Pin uses dynamic compilation to instrument executables while they are running. For efficiency, Pin uses several techniques, including inlining, register re-allocation, liveness analysis, and instruction scheduling to optimize instrumentation. This fully automated approach delivers significantly better instrumentation performance than similar tools. For example, Pin is 3.3x faster than Valgrind and 2x faster than DynamoRIO for basic-block counting. To illustrate Pin’s versatility, we describe two Pintools in daily use to analyze production software. Pin is publicly available for Linux platforms on four architectures: IA32 (32-bit x86), EM64T (64-bit x86), Itanium®, and ARM. In the ten months since Pin 2 was released in July 2004, there have been over 3000 downloads from its website.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging-code inspections and walk-throughs, debugging aids, tracing; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors-compilers, incremental compilers

General Terms Languages, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords Instrumentation, program analysis tools, dynamic compilation

1. Introduction
As software complexity increases, instrumentation—a technique for inserting extra code into an application to observe its behavior—is becoming more important. Instrumentation can be performed at various stages: in the source code, at compile time, post link time, or at run time. Pin is a software system that performs run-time binary instrumentation of Linux applications.

The goal of Pin is to provide an instrumentation platform for building a wide variety of program analysis tools for multiple architectures. As a result, the design emphasizes ease-of-use, portability, transparency, efficiency, and robustness. This paper describes the design of Pin and shows how it provides these features.

Pin’s instrumentation is easy to use. Its user model is similar to the popular ATOM [30] API, which allows a tool to insert calls to instrumentation at arbitrary locations in the executable. Users do not need to manually inline instructions or save and restore state. Pin provides a rich API that abstracts away the underlying instruction set idiosyncrasies, making it possible to write portable instrumentation tools. The Pin distribution includes many sample architecture-independent Pintools including profilers, cache simulators, trace analyzers, and memory bug checkers. The API also allows access to architecture-specific information.

Pin provides efficient instrumentation by using a just-in-time (JIT) compiler to insert and optimize code. In addition to some standard techniques for dynamic instrumentation systems including code caching and trace linking, Pin implements register re-allocation, inlining, liveness analysis, and instruction scheduling to optimize jitted code. This fully automated approach distinguishes Pin from most other instrumentation tools which require the user’s assistance to boost performance. For example, Valgrind [22] relies on the tool writer to insert special operations in their intermediate representation in order to perform inlining; similarly DynamoRIO [6] requires the tool writer to manually inline and save/restore application registers.

Another feature that makes Pin efficient is process attaching and detaching. Like a debugger, Pin can attach to a process, instrument it, collect profiles, and eventually detach. The application only incurs instrumentation overhead during the period that Pin is attached. The ability to attach and detach is a necessity for the instrumentation of large, long-running applications.

Pin’s JIT-based instrumentation defers code discovery until run time, allowing Pin to be more robust than systems that use static instrumentation or code patching. Pin can seamlessly handle mixed code and data, variable-length instructions, statically unknown indirect jump targets, dynamically loaded libraries, and dynamically generated code.

Pin preserves the original application behavior by providing instrumentation transparency. The application observes the same ad-
dresses (both instruction and data) and same values (both register and memory) as it would in an uninstrumented execution. Transparency makes the information collected by instrumentation more relevant and is also necessary for correctness. For example, some applications unintentionally access data beyond the top of stack, so Pin and the instrumentation do not modify the application stack.

Pin’s first generation, Pin 0, supports Itanium®. The recently-released second generation, Pin 2, extends the support to four architectures: IA32 (32-bit x86) [14], EM64T (64-bit x86) [15], Itanium® [13], and ARM [16]. Pin 2 for Itanium® is still under development.

Pin has been gaining popularity both inside and outside of Intel, with more than 3000 downloads since Pin 2 was first released in July 2004. This paper presents an in-depth description of Pin, and is organized as follows. We first give an overview of Pin’s instrumentation capability in Section 2. We follow by discussing design and implementation issues in Section 3. We then evaluate in Section 4 the performance of Pin’s instrumentation and compare it against other tools. In Section 5, we discuss two sample Pintools used in practice. Finally, we relate Pin to other work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2. Instrumentation with Pin

The Pin API makes it possible to observe all the architectural state of a process, such as the contents of registers, memory, and control flow. It uses a model similar to ATOM [30], where the user adds procedures (as known as analysis routines in ATOM’s notion) to the application process, and writes instrumentation routines to determine where to place calls to analysis routines. The arguments to analysis routines can be architectural state or constants. Pin also provides a limited ability to alter the program behavior by allowing an analysis routine to overwrite application registers and application memory.

Instrumentation is performed by a just-in-time (JIT) compiler. The input to this compiler is not bytecode, however, but a native executable. Pin intercepts the execution of the first instruction of the executable and generates (“compiles”) new code for the straight-line code sequence starting at this instruction. It then transfers control to the generated sequence. The generated code sequence is almost identical to the original one, but Pin ensures that it regains control when a branch exits the sequence. After regaining control, Pin generates more code for the branch target and continues execution. Every time the JIT fetches some code, the Pintool has the opportunity to instrument it before it is translated for execution. The translated code and its instrumentation is saved in a code cache for opportunity to instrument it before it is translated for execution. The JIT calls Instruction when inserting new instructions into the code cache, passing it a handle to the decoded instruction. If the instruction writes memory, the Pintool inserts a call to RecordMemWrite before the instruction (specified by the argument IPOINT_BEFORE to INS_InsertPredicatedCall), passing the instruction pointer (specified by IARG_INST_PTR), effective address for the memory operation (specified by IARG_MEMORY_WRITE), and number of bytes written (specified by IARG_MEMORY_WRITE_SIZE). Using

1 Although EM64T is a 64-bit extension of IA32, we classify it as a separate architecture because of its many new features such as 64-bit addressing, a flat address space, twice the number of registers, and new software conventions [15].

2 FILE * trace;
   // Print a memory write record
   VOID RecordMemWrite(VOID *ip, VOID *addr, UINT32 size) {
     fprintf(trace,"Xp: Xp \n", ip, addr, size);
   }

   // Called for every instruction
   VOID Instruction(INS ins, VOID *v) {
     // instruments writes using a predicated call,
     // i.e. the call happens iff the store is
     // actually executed
     if (INS_IsMemoryWrite(ins))
       INS_InsertPredicatedCall(
           ins, IPOINT_BEFORE, AFUNPTR(RecordMemWrite),
           IARG_INST_PTR, IARG_MEMORY_WRITE, IARG_MEMORY_WRITE_SIZE, IARG_END);
   }

   int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
     PIN_Init(argc, argv);
     trace = fopen("trace.out", "w");
     INS_AddInstrumentFunction(Instruction, 0);
     PIN_StartProgram(); // Never returns
     return 0;
   }

Figure 1. A Pintool for tracing memory writes.
While they share the same VM, the Pintool contains the instrumentation and analysis routines. Pin is the engine that jits and instruments the application at the entry point (or at the current PC in the case of attach). Using Ptrace as the mechanism for injection allows us to attach to an already running process in the same way as a debugger. It is also possible to detach from an instrumented process and attach to an already running process in the same way as a debugger.

3.2 Injecting Pin

The Unix Ptrace API to obtain control of an application and capture the processor context. It loads the Pin binary into the address space and starts it running. After initializing itself, Pin loads the Pintool into the address space and starts it running. The Pintool initializes itself and then requests that Pin start the application. Pin creates the initial context and starts jitting the analysis code, which is then launched by the dispatcher. The compiled code is stored in the code cache. Entering/leaving the VM from/to the code cache involves saving and restoring the application register state. The emulator interprets instructions that cannot be executed directly. It is used for system calls which require special handling—such as system calls that are not reentrant. If the application starts executing the function and then tries to execute some code that triggers further compilation, it will enter the JIT. If the JIT executes the same glibc function, it will enter the same procedure a second time while the application is still executing it, causing an error. Since we have separate copies of glibc for each component, Pin and the application do not share any data and cannot have a re-entrancy problem. The same problem can occur when we jit the analysis code in the Pintool that calls glibc (jitting the analysis routine allows us to greatly reduce the overhead of simple instrumentation on Itanium).

3.3 The JIT Compiler

3.3.1 Basics

Pin compiles from one ISA directly into the same ISA (e.g., IA32 to IA32, ARM to ARM) without going through an intermediate format, and the compiled code is stored in a software-based code cache. Only code residing in the code cache is executed—the original code is never executed. An application is compiled one trace at a time. A trace is a straight-line sequence of instructions which terminates at one of the conditions: (i) an unconditional control transfer (branch, call, or return), (ii) a pre-defined number of conditional control transfers, or (iii) a pre-defined number of instructions have been fetched in the trace. In addition to the last exit, a trace may have multiple side-exits (the conditional control transfers). Each exit initially branches to a stub, which re-directs the control to the VM. The VM determines the target address (which is statically unknown for indirect control transfers), generates a new trace for the target if it has not been generated before, and resumes the execution at the target trace.

In the rest of this section, we discuss the following features of our JIT: trace linking, register re-reallocation, and instrumentation optimization. Our current performance effort is focusing on IA32, EM64T, and Itanium, which have all these features implemented. While the ARM version of Pin is fully functional, some of the optimizations are not yet implemented.

3.3.2 Trace Linking

To improve performance, Pin attempts to branch directly from a trace exit to the target trace, bypassing the stub and VM. We call this process trace linking. Linking a direct control transfer is straightforward as it has a unique target. We simply patch the branch at the end of one trace to jump to the target trace. However, an indirect control transfer (a jump, call, or return) has multiple possible targets and therefore needs some sort of target-prediction mechanism.

Other tools like DynamoRIO [6] rely on the LD_PRELOAD environment variable to force the dynamic loader to load a shared library in the address space. First, LD_PRELOAD does not work with statically-linked binaries, which many of our users require. Second, loading an extra shared library will shift all of the application shared libraries and some dynamically allocated memory to a higher address when compared to an uninstrumented execution. We attempt to preserve the original behavior as much as possible. Third, the instrumentation tool cannot gain control of the application until after the shared-library loader has partially executed, while our method is able to instrument the very first instruction in the program. This capability actually exposed a bug in the Linux shared-library loader, resulting from a reference to uninitialized data on the stack.
Each call stack remembers the last four call sites and is compactly represented by hashing the call-site addresses into a single 64-bit integer.

3.3.3 Register Re-allocation

During jitting, we frequently need extra registers. For example, the code for resolving indirect branches in Figure 3(a) needs three free registers. When instrumentation inserts a call into an application, the JIT must ensure that the call does not overwrite any scratch registers that may be in use by the application. Rather than obtaining extra registers in an ad-hoc way, Pin re-allocates registers used in both the application and the Pintool, using linear-scan register allocation [24]. Pin’s allocator is unique in that it does interprocedural allocation, but must compile one trace at a time while incrementally discovering the flow graph during execution. In contrast, static compilers can compile one file at a time and bytecode JITS [5, 8] can compile a whole method at one time. We describe two issues that our trace-based register re-allocation scheme must address: register liveness analysis and reconciliation of register bindings.

Register Liveness Analysis Precise liveness information of registers at a trace exit is more effective since dead registers can be reused by Pin without introducing spills. Without a complete flow graph, we must incrementally compute liveness. After a trace at address $A$ is compiled, we record the liveness at the beginning of the trace in a hash table using address $A$ as the key. If a trace exit has a statically-known target, we attempt to retrieve the liveness information from the hash table so we can compute more precise liveness for the current trace. This simple method introduces negligible space and time overhead, yet is effective in reducing register spills introduced by Pin’s register allocation.

Reconciliation of Register Bindings Trace linking (see Section 3.3.2) tries to make traces branch directly to each other. When registers are re-allocated, the JIT must ensure that the register binding at the trace exit of the source trace matches the bindings of the entrance of the destination trace. A straightforward method is to require a standard binding of registers between traces. For example Valgrind [22] requires that all virtual register values be flushed to memory at the end of a basic block. This approach is simple but inefficient. Figure 4(b) shows how Valgrind would re-allocate registers for the original code shown in Figure 4(a). Here, we assume that virtual $\%gax$ is bound to physical $\%eax$ in Trace 1 but to physical $\%edx$ in Trace 2. Virtual $\%gax$ and $\%edx$ are saved at Trace 1’s exit because they have been modified in the trace, and they are reloaded before their uses in Trace 2. $\%eax$ and $\%ebx$ are the memory locations allocated by the JIT for holding the current values of virtual $\%gax$ and $\%gdx$, respectively.

In contrast, Pin keeps a virtual register in the same physical register across traces whenever possible. At a trace exit $e$, if the target $t$ has not been compiled before, our JIT will compile a new trace for $t$ using the virtual-to-physical register binding at $e$, say $B_e$. Otherwise, $e$ can branch directly to $t$. Figure 4(c) shows how Pin would re-allocate registers for the same original code, assuming that target $t$ has not been compiled before. Nevertheless, if target $t$ has been previously compiled with a register binding $B_t \neq B_e$, then our JIT will generate compensation code [19] to reconcile the register binding from $B_t$ to $B_e$, instead of compiling a new trace for $B_t$. Figure 4(d) shows how Pin would re-allocate registers for the same original code, this time assuming that the target $t$ has been previously compiled with a different binding in the virtual $\%gax$ and $\%gdx$. In practice, these bindings show differences in only one or two virtual registers, and are therefore more efficient than Valgrind’s method.

A design choice we encountered was where to put the compensation code. It could be placed before the branch, which is exactly the situation shown in Figure 4(d) where the two $\text{mov}$ instructions
that adjust the binding are placed before the `jz`. Or the compensation code could be placed after the branch (in that case, the two `mov` instructions in Figure 4(d) would be placed in between the `jz` and `t'). We chose the "before" approach because our experimental data showed that it generally resulted in fewer unique bindings, therefore reducing the memory consumed by the compiler. Placing the compensation code before the branch is equivalent to targeting the register allocation to match the binding at the branch target.

To support reconciliation of register bindings, we need to remember the binding at a trace’s entry. This is done by associating each trace with a `static context (sc)`, which contains a group of static properties that hold at the trace’s entry. Register binding is one such property; another example property is the call stack of the trace, which is used for function cloning (see Section 3.3.2). So, precisely speaking, a trace is defined as a pair `<entryIAddr, entrySC>` where `entryIAddr` is the original instruction address of the trace’s entry and `entrySC` is the static context of the trace. Before the JIT compiles a new trace, it will first search for a `compatible` trace in the code cache. Two traces are compatible if they have the same `entryIAddr` and their `entrySC`’s are either identical or different in only their register bindings (in that case we can reconcile from one register binding to the other, as we have exemplified in Figure 4(d)). If a compatible trace is found, the JIT will simply use it instead of generating a new trace.

### 3.3.3 Thread-local Register Spilling

Pin reserves an area in memory for spilling virtual registers (e.g., EAX and EBX shown in Figure 4(b) are two locations in this spilling area). To support multithreading, this area has to be thread local. When Pin starts an application thread, it allocates the spilling area for this thread and steals a physical register (%ebx on x86, %7 on Itanium) to be the `spill pointer`, which points to the base of this area. From that point on, any access to the spilling area can be made through the spill pointer. When we switch threads, the spill pointer will be set to the spilling area of the new thread. In addition, we exploit an optimization opportunity coming from the absolute addressing mode available on the x86 architecture. Pin starts an application assuming that it is single threaded. Accesses to the spilling area are made through absolute addressing and therefore Pin does not need a physical register for the spill pointer. If Pin later discovers that the application is in fact multithreaded, it will invalidate the code cache and recompile the application using the spill pointer to access the spilling area (Pin can detect multithreading because it intercepts all thread-create system calls). Since single-threaded applications are more common than multithreaded ones, this hybrid approach works well in practice.

### 3.3.5 Optimizing Instrumentation Performance

As we will show in Section 4, most of the slowdown from instrumentation is caused by executing the instrumentation code, rather than the compilation time (which includes inserting the instrumentation code). Therefore, it is beneficial to spend more compilation time in optimizing calls to analysis routines. Of course, the runtime overhead of executing analysis routines highly depends on their invocation frequency and their complexity. If analysis routines are complex, there is not much optimization that our JIT can do. However, there are many Pintools whose frequently-executed analysis routines perform only simple tasks like counting and tracing. Our JIT optimizes those cases by `inlining` the analysis routines, which reduces execution overhead as follows. Without inlining, we call a `bridge routine` that saves all caller-saved registers, sets up analysis routine arguments, and finally calls the analysis routine. Each analysis routine requires two calls and two returns for each invocation. With inlining, we eliminate the bridge and thus save those two calls and returns. Also, we no longer explicitly save caller-saved registers. Instead, we rename the caller-saved registers in the inlined body of the analysis routine and allow the register allocator to manage the spilling. Furthermore, inlining enables other optimizations like constant folding of analysis routine arguments.

We perform an additional optimization for the x86 architecture. Most analysis routines modify the conditional flags register `eflags` (e.g., if an analysis routine increments a counter). Hence, we must preserve the original `eflags` value as seen by the application. However, accessing the `eflags` is fairly expensive because it must be done by pushing it onto the stack⁵. Moreover, we must switch to another stack before pushing/popping the `eflags` to avoid changing the application stack. Pin avoids saving/restoring `eflags` as much as possible by using `liveness analysis` on the `eflags`. The liveness analysis tracks the individual bits in the `eflags` written and read by each x86 instruction. We frequently discover that the

---

⁵ On IA32, we can use `lahf/phaf` to access the `eflags` without involving the stack. However, we decided not to use them since these two instructions are not implemented on current EM64T processors.
eflags are dead at the point where an analysis routine call is inserted, and are able to eliminate saving and restoring of the eflags.

Finally, to achieve even better performance, the Pin tool writer can specify a hint (iPOINT_ANYWHERE) telling Pin that a call to an analysis routine can be inserted anywhere inside the scope of instrumentation (e.g., a basic block or a trace). Then Pin can exploit a number of optimization opportunities by scheduling the call. For instance, Pin can insert the call immediately before an instruction that overwrites a register (or eflags) and thereby the analysis routine can use that register (or eflags) without first spilling it.

### 3.4 Organization of Pin Source Code

Since Pin is a multi-platform system, source code sharing is a key to minimizing the development effort. Our first step was to share the basic data structures and intermediate representations with Isptek [20], a static binary optimizer we previously developed. Then we organized Pin source into generic, architecture dependent, or operating-system dependent modules. Some components like the code cache are purely generic, while other components like the register allocator contain both generic and architecture-dependent parts. Table 1 shows the distribution of Pin source among different architectures, in terms of number of source files and lines. We combine IA32 and EM64T in Table 1 since they are similar enough to share the same source files. The x86 numbers do not include the decoder/encoder while the Itanium numbers do not include the instruction scheduler. The reason is that we borrow these two components from other Intel tools in library form and we do not have their sources. The data reflects that we have done a reasonable job in code sharing among architectures as about 50% of code is generic.

### 4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we first report the performance of Pin without any instrumentation on the four supported architectures. We then report the performance of Pin with a standard instrumentation—basic-block counting. Finally, we compare the performance of Pin with two other tools: DynamoRIO and Valgrind, and show that Pin’s instrumentation performance is superior across our benchmarks.

Our experimental setup is described in Table 2. For IA32, we use dynamically-linked SPECint binaries compiled with gcc -O3. We compiled eon with lcc because the gcc -O3 version does not work, even without using Pin. We could not use the open source statically-linked, Sun generated binaries for all programs because DynamoRIO cannot execute them. We ran the SPEC2000 suite [11] using reference inputs on IA32, EM64T, and Itanium. On ARM, we are only able to run the training inputs due to limited physical memory (128MB), even when executing uninstrumented binaries. Floating-point benchmarks are not used on ARM as it does not have floating-point hardware.

### 4.1 Pin Performance without Instrumentation

Figure 5 shows the performance of applying Pin to the benchmarks on the four architectures, without any instrumentation. Since Pin 2/Itanium is still under development, we instead use Pin 0 for Itanium experiments. The y-axis is the time normalized to the native run time (i.e., 100%). The slowdown of Pin 2 on IA32 and EM64T is similar. In both cases, the average run-time overhead is around 60% for integer and within 5% for floating point. The higher overhead on the integer side is due to many more indirect branches and returns. The slowdown of Pin 0 on Itanium follows the same trend but is generally larger than on IA32 and EM64T, especially for floating-point benchmarks. This is probably because Itanium is an in-order architecture, so its performance depends more on the quality of the jitted code. In contrast, IA32 and EM64T are out-of-order architectures that can tolerate the overhead introduced in the jitted code. Pin’s performance on ARM is worse than the other three architectures because indirect linking (see Section 3.3.2) is not yet implemented and there are fewer computational resources (ILP and memory) available.

One downside of dynamic compilation is that the compilation time is directly reflected in the application’s run time. To understand the performance impact of dynamic compilation, we divide the total run time into the components shown in Figures 5(a), (b), and (d) (Pin 0 source code is not instrumented and hence does not have the breakdown). Code Cache denotes the time executing the jitted code stored in the code cache. Ideally, we would like this component to approach 100%. We divide the JIT time into three categories: JIT-Decode, JIT-Regalloc, and JIT-Other. JIT-Decode is the time spent decoding and encoding instructions, which is a non-trivial task on the x86 architecture. JIT-Regalloc is the time spent in register re-allocation. JIT-Other denotes the remaining time spent in the JIT. The last component is VM, which includes all other time spent in the virtual machine, including instruction emulation and resolving mispredicted indirect control transfers.

As Figures 5 (a) and (b) show, the JIT and VM components on IA32 and EM64T are mostly small except in gcc and Per1book. These two benchmarks have the largest instruction footprint in SPEC2000 and their execution times are relatively short. Consequently, there is insufficient code reuse for Pin to amortize its compilation cost. In particular, Pin pays a high cost in re-allocation of registers compared to most other tools that do not re-allocate registers. Nevertheless, the advantages provided by register re-allocation outweigh its compilation overhead (e.g., register re-allocation makes it easy to provide Pin and Pintools more virtual registers than the number of physical registers supported by the hardware). In practice, the performance overhead is a serious concern only for long-running applications. In that case, we would have sufficient code reuse to amortize the cost of register re-allocation. Figure 5(d) shows a different trend for ARM, where the VM component is
Figure 5. Performance of Pin (without any instrumentation) on four architectures. The $y$-axis is the time normalized to the native run time (i.e., 100%). INT-AriMean and FP-AriMean on the $x$-axis are the arithmetic means of the integer and floating-point benchmarks, respectively. The legends are explained in Section 4.1.

large but all JIT components are small. This is because register re-
allocation and indirect linking are not yet implemented on ARM.
As a result, all indirect control transfers are resolved by the VM.

4.2 Pin Performance with Instrumentation

We now study the performance of Pin with basic-block counting,
which outputs the execution count of every basic block in the ap-
lication. We chose to measure this tool’s performance because
basic-block counting is commonly used and can be extended to
many other tools such as pcodeexec, which we will discuss in
Section 5.1. Also, this tool is simple enough that its performance
largely depends on how well the JIT integrates it into the applica-
tion. On the other hand, performance of a complex tool like de-
tailed cache simulation mostly depends on the tool’s algorithm. In
that case, our JIT has less of an impact on performance.

Figure 6 shows the performance of basic-block counting using
Pin on the IA32 architecture. Each benchmark is tested using four
different optimization levels. Without any optimization, the over-
head is fairly large (as much as 20x slowdown in crafty). Adding
inlining helps significantly; the average slowdown improves from
10.4x to 7.8x for integer and from 3.9x to 3.5x for floating point.
The biggest performance boost comes from the eflag live...
analysis, reducing the average slowdown to 2.8x for integer and 1.5x for floating point. Scheduling of instrumentation code further reduces the slowdown to 2.5x for integer and 1.4x for floating point.

4.3 Performance Comparison with Valgrind and DynamoRIO

We now compare the performance of Pin against Valgrind and DynamoRIO. Valgrind is a popular instrumentation tool on Linux and is the only binary-level JIT other than Pin that re-allocates registers. DynamoRIO is generally regarded as the performance leader in binary-level dynamic optimization. We used the latest release of each tool for this experiment: Valgrind 2.2.0 [22] and DynamoRIO 0.9.3 [6]. We ran two sets of experiments: one without instrumentation and one with basic-block counting instrumentation. We implemented basic-block counting by modifying a tool in the Valgrind package named 

\texttt{lackey} and a tool in the DynamoRIO package named \texttt{countcalls}. We show only the integer results in Figure 7 as integer codes are more problematic than floating-point codes in terms of the slowdown caused by instrumentation.

Figure 7(a) shows that without instrumentation both Pin and DynamoRIO significantly outperform Valgrind. DynamoRIO is faster than Pin on \texttt{ gcc, perlbmk} and \texttt{vortex}, mainly because Pin spends more jitting time in these three benchmarks (refer back to Figure 5(a) for the breakdown) than DynamoRIO, which does not re-allocate registers. Pin is faster than DynamoRIO on a few benchmarks such as \texttt{crafty} and \texttt{gap} possibly because of the advantages that Pin has in indirect linking (i.e. incremental linking, cloning, and local hash tables). Overall, DynamoRIO is 12% faster than Pin without instrumentation. Given that DynamoRIO was primarily designed for \textit{optimization}, the fact that Pin can come this close is quite acceptable.

When we consider the performance with instrumentation shown in Figure 7(b), Pin outperforms both DynamoRIO and Valgrind by a significant margin: on average, Valgrind slows the application down by 8.3 times, DynamoRIO by 5.1 times, and Pin by 2.5 times. Valgrind inserts a call before every basic block’s entry but it does not automatically inline the call. For DynamoRIO, we use its low-level API to update the counter inline. Nevertheless, DynamoRIO still has to save and restore the \texttt{eflags} explicitly around each counter update. In contrast, Pin automatically inlines the call and performs liveness analysis to eliminate unnecessary \texttt{eflags} save/restore. This clearly demonstrates a main advantage of Pin: it provides efficient instrumentation without shifting the burden to the Pintool writer.
5. Two Sample PinTools

To illustrate how Pin is used in practice, we discuss two Pin tools that have been used by various groups inside Intel. The first tool, Opcodesmix, studies the frequency of different instruction types in a program. It is used to compare codes generated by different compilers. The second tool, PinPoints, automatically selects representative points in the execution of a program and is used to accelerate processor simulation.

5.1 Opcodesmix

Opcodesmix, whose source code is included in the Pin 2 distribution [12], is a simple Pin tool that can determine the dynamic mix of opcodes for a particular execution of a program. The statistics can be broken down on a per basic-block, per routine, or per image basis. Conceptually this tool is implemented as a basic-block profiler. We insert a counter at the beginning of each basic block in a program. It is used to compare codes generated by different compilers.

From the associated basic-block’s starting address, we can determine the function it belongs to and the instruction mix in that basic block. While the output of Opcodesmix is ISA dependent (different ISAs have different opcodes), the implementation is generic—the same source code for Opcodesmix is used on the four architectures.

Though simple, Opcodesmix has been quite useful both for architectural and compiler comparison studies. As an example, the following analysis revealed a compiler performance problem. We collected Opcodesmix statistics for the SPEC2000 images produced by two compilers, which we refer to as compilers A and B, for the EM64T architecture. For the benchmark crafty, we found that the image produced by compiler A executed 2% more dynamic instructions than the image produced by compiler B. To understand the cause of the extra instructions, we looked at the instruction distribution of frequently-executed routines. The data for the routine PopCnt() is shown in Table 3, where opcodes with significantly different frequencies in the two compilers are marked with “—”.

Examining the PopCnt() codes from the two compilers revealed that the deltas in JE and JNZ were due to different code-layout decisions, and the delta in MOV was due to different register selections. The most surprising finding was the extra PUSHQ and POPQ generated by compiler A. Figure 8 shows the PopCnt() code generated by compiler A.

In addition to SPEC, we use Opcodesmix to analyze the Oracle database performance. Typically, more than 10 “Oracle” processes run on the system, but we want to ignore the database startup and only observe a single process performing a transaction. We first run Oracle natively (i.e., without Pin) to startup the database. Next we attach Pin to a single database server process and have it perform a transaction while collecting a profile. Pin’s dynamic just-in-time instrumentation allows us to avoid instrumenting the entire 60 MB Oracle binary, and the attach feature allows us to avoid instrumenting the database startup and the other processes.

5.2 PinPoints

The purpose of the PinPoints [23] toolkit is to automate the otherwise tedious process of finding regions of programs to simulate, validating that the regions are representative, and generating traces for those regions. There are two major challenges in simulating large commercial programs. First, these programs have long run times, and detailed simulation of their entire execution is too time-consuming to be practical. Second, these programs often have large resource requirements, operating system and device-driver dependencies, and elaborate license-checking mechanisms, making it difficult to execute them on simulators. We address the first challenge using SimPoint [28]—a methodology that uses phase analysis for finding representative regions for simulation. For the second challenge, we use Pin to collect SimPoint profiles (which we call PinPoints) and instruction traces, eliminating the need to execute the program on a simulator. The ease of running applications with Pin tools is a key advantage of the PinPoints toolkit.

PinPoints has been used to collect instruction traces for a wide variety of programs; Table 4 lists some of the Itanium applications (SPEC and commercial), including both single-threaded and multi-threaded applications. As the table shows, some of the commercial applications are an order of magnitude larger and longer-running than SPEC, and fully simulating them would take years. Simulating only the selected PinPoints reduces the simulation time from years to days. We also validate that the regions chosen represent whole-program behavior (e.g., the cycles-per-instruction predicted by PinPoints is typically within 10% of the actual value [23]). Because of its high prediction accuracy, fast simulation time, and ease-of-use, PinPoints is now used to predict performance of large applications on future Intel processors.

6. Related Work

There is a large body of related work in the areas of instrumentation and dynamic compilation. To limit our scope of discussion, we concentrate on binary instrumentation in this section. At the highest level, instrumentation consists of static and dynamic approaches.

Static binary instrumentation was pioneered by ATOM [30], followed by others such as EEL [18], Etch [25], and Morph [31]. Static instrumentation has many limitations compared to dynamic instrumentation. The most serious one is that it is possible to mix code and data in an executable and a static tool may not have enough information to distinguish the two. Dynamic tools can rely on execution to discover all the code at run time. Other difficult
problems for static systems are indirect branches, shared libraries, and dynamically-generated code.

There are two approaches to dynamic instrumentation: probe-based and jit-based. The probe-based approach works by dynamically replacing instructions in the original program with trampolines that branch to the instrumentation code. Example probe-based systems include Dyninst [7], Vulcan [29], and DTrace [9]. The drawbacks of probe-based systems are that (i) instrumentation is not transparent because original instructions in memory are overwritten by trampolines, (ii) on architectures where instruction sizes vary (i.e. x86), we cannot replace an instruction by a trampoline that occupies more bytes than the instruction itself because it will overwrite the following instruction, and (iii) trampolines are implemented by one or more levels of branches, which can incur a significant performance overhead. These drawbacks make fine-grained instrumentation challenging on probe-based systems. In contrast, the jit-based approach is more suitable for fine-grained instrumentation as it works by dynamically compiling the binary and can insert instrumentation code (or calls to it) anywhere in the binary. Examples include Valgrind [22], Strata [27], DynamoRIO [6], Diota [21], and Pin itself. Among these systems, Pin is unique in the way that it supports high-level, easy-to-use instrumentation, which at the same time is portable across four architectures and is efficient due to optimizations applied by our JIT.

7. Conclusions
We have presented Pin, a system that provides easy-to-use, portable, transparent, efficient, and robust instrumentation. It supports the IA32, EM64T, Itanium29, and ARM architectures running Linux. We show that by abstracting away architecture-specific details, many Pintools can work across the four architectures with little porting effort. We also show that the Pin’s high-level, call-based instrumentation API does not compromise performance. Automatic optimizations done by our JIT compiler make Pin’s instrumentation even more efficient than other tools that use low-level APIs. We also demonstrate the versatility of Pin with two Pintools, Opkodemix and PinPoints. Future work includes developing novel Pintools, enriching and refining the instrumentation API as more tools are developed, and porting Pin to other operating systems. Pin is freely available at http://rogue.colorado.edu/Pin.
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